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22357 Columbia Street 
Dearborn, MI  48124-3431 
313-277-5095 
pvs6@cornell.edu 
 
16 January 2021     VIA FEDEX AIRBILL 7826-8891-3947 
 
 
Sheriff David Mahoney 
President - National Sheriffs Association 
Dane County Sheriff's Office 
115 West Doty Street 
Madison, WI 53703 
608-266-4948 / David.Mahoney@danesheriff.com 
 
 
Reference :   My Letter to Anthony Fauci of 21 December 2020 (enclosed) 
 
 
Dear Sheriff Mahoney: 
 
Thank you for serving as an elected official, charged with the upholding and protection of the 
United States Constitution.  In that context we review a screenshot from your deeply flawed, 
scientifically baseless Dane County Sheriff's Office home page: 
 

 
 
`Even a cursory grammar-school level review of historical and very recent studies of infectious 
disease, specifically its transmission, obviate the portent of the political sewage spewed above.   
If we take your view, and your approach, as depicted there, to its ultimate conclusion, you 
and your deputies are soon deployed to enforce mandatory vaccination of the population. 
 
Shame on you Sheriff Mahoney for even a tangential connection to such vileness.  You may have 
noticed that responsible and responsive sheriffs nationwide are not enforcing the Bolshevik-styled 
parasitic crap that forms the basis of that vileness.  Again, shame on you Sheriff Mahoney ! 
 
But this communication is not to be interpreted or dismissed as mere diatribe; its portent, and that 
of the enclosure, is much more serious  . . . and legally viable. 

https://www.fedex.com/fedextrack/?trknbr=782688913947&trkqual=2459231000%7E782688913947%7EFX
http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2fauci-2-21december2020.pdf


 
16 January 2021           Sheriff David Mahoney 

Page 2 of 2 
 
 
 
The enclosed binder was originally refused by the 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
(NIAID), on its original delivery attempt of  
22 December 2020.   
 
Hence, I am now listing the direct-dial number to the 
NIAID director’s office; to ensure such adolescent 
aversions are less likely in the future.  Dr. Anthony 
Fauci is the director in-question. 
 
You will note that I am openly charging Dr. Fauci in 
connection with the suicide death of a 16-year-old 
child in the State of Maine.  My charge is specified 
by the subject line: 
 
Subject :    I Hereby Accuse You of  
  ‘Gross Criminal Negligence’  
  Connectable to the Death of  
  Mr. Spencer William Smith 
 
 
The last thing I want to do is make a similar charge against the President of the National Sheriffs 
Association … but rest-assured … I will, if I detect that your participations, as implied by the Dane 
County Sheriff's Office (screenshot), warrant such a charge; whether in Wisconsin or nationally. 
 
In closing, the enclosed binder is for your edification and use/distribution.  Regarding mandatory 
vaccination of our children, et al. you may wish to make the broad general mental connections 
between recent legal events in the communist state of Massachusetts, and the medical events in 
the State of Florida involving Dr. Gregory Michael. 
 
In the meantime, I hope this finds you & yours well, and please do not hesitate to contact me at 
any time. 
 
 
         Sincerely yours, 
 
 
 
 
 
         Paul V. Sheridan 
 
 
 
Attachments/enclosures 
 

http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2fauci-2-21december2020.pdf
http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2fauci-2-21december2020.pdf


 

 
 
As of today, January 15, 2021, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health has 
withdrawn the mandate for all students to receive an influenza vaccine.  An ICAN-funded 
lawsuit brought about this amazing development for all in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. 
  
Last week, we reported to you about a lawsuit funded by ICAN, brought against the 
Massachusetts Department of Public Health (DPH), to challenge the legality of a flu shot vaccine 
mandate for all children in childcare and all students in school, ages 6 months through 29 years 
old.  Episode 197’s Legal Update segment explained the legal bases for the lawsuit. 
  
Today we bring you even better news: on the same day that the DPH was to file its response to 
the lawsuit with the Court -- including responding to a request for a preliminary injunction striking 
the flu shot mandate -- the DPH capitulated and withdrew the mandate in its entirety!  This means 
that NO STUDENT will be MANDATED to receive the flu vaccine in order to attend school! 
  
The DPH’s updated list of required vaccines does not contain influenza vaccine.  This is an 
enormous and significant victory and a huge relief for thousands of individuals and families 
across Massachusetts who had been backed into a corner by the DPH’s fiat. 
  
The DPH first showed signs of weakness when, within days of being sued and the Court ordering 
an expedited hearing, it pushed back the original December 31, 2020 deadline for receipt of the 
vaccine to February 28, 2021. 
  
Then, yesterday, the day before the DPH was due to submit its opposition to the Plaintiffs’ motion 
for a preliminary injunction, its attorneys contacted ICAN’s legal team, led by Aaron Siri, to inform 
them that the mandate would be withdrawn.  Today, the DPH has done just that. 
  
ICAN is beyond proud that its funding and its legal work continues to make real life changes for 
real people every day. Victories like this will continue to motivate us to never rest and to always 
stand up for informed consent and people’s right to choose! 
  
Congratulations, Massachusetts! 

http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264390:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264391:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264392:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264393:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264392:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264394:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264394:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r
http://paracom.paramountcommunication.com/ct/57264395:Wb2gkUKeN:m:1:2339255796:61A9531EAEBF394BEE48B15650EDAD74:r


Johns Hopkins Scientist: ‘A Medical Certainty’ Pfizer Vaccine
Caused Death of Florida Doctor • Children's Health Defense

Children's Health Defense Team

Dr. Jerry L. Spivak, an expert on blood disorders at Johns Hopkins University, told the New York Times Tuesday that he
believes “it is a medical certainty” that Pfizer’s COVID vaccine caused the death of Dr. Gregory Michael.

The Florida Health Department and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention are investigating the death of a Florida
doctor who died Jan. 3 from a rare autoimmune disorder he developed on Dec. 21, three days after receiving Pfizer’s COVID
vaccine.

As The Defender reported last week, Heidi Neckelmann, the wife of Dr. Gregory Michael, said that in her mind, her 56-year-
old husband’s death was “100% linked” to the vaccine. 

Now, at least one doctor has come forward publicly to say he also believes the vaccine caused Michael to develop acute
idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP), the disorder that killed him.

According to the New York Times:

“Dr. Jerry L. Spivak, an expert on blood disorders at Johns Hopkins University, who was not involved in Dr. Michael’s care,
said that based on Ms. Neckelmann’s description, ‘I think it is a medical certainty that the vaccine was related.’

“‘This is going to be very rare,’ said Dr. Spivak, an emeritus professor of medicine. But he added, ‘It happened and it could
happen again.’”

Spivak told the Times he based his reasoning on the fact that Michael’s disorder came on quickly after the shot, and “was so
severe that it made his platelet count ‘rocket’ down.” 

Spivak also offered two other reasons to back up his theory. One, the fact that Michael was healthier and younger than most
people who develop chronic forms of ITP. And two, the fact that about 70% of people who develop ITP are women. 

As Spivak told the Times: “A sudden case in a man, especially a relatively young, healthy one, suggests a recent trigger.”

Pfizer said it is also investigating Michael’s death, though the drugmaker told multiple news outlets it doesn’t “believe at this
time that there is any direct connection to the vaccine.”

Shortly after the first reports surfaced of Michael’s death, Pfizer told USA Today:

“There is no indication — either from large clinical trials or among people who have received the vaccine since the government
authorized its use last month — that it could be connected to thrombocytopenia.”

But, as Lyn Redwood, RN, MSN, president of Children’s Health Defense (CHD), said last week, Pfizer’s statement doesn’t
square with the facts — because ITP is a well-known adverse event associated with vaccinations.

The vaccine most often implicated in ITP is the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine, where the disease occurs in
approximately 1 in every 25,000 to 40,000 doses of the vaccine, Redwood said.

ITP has also been associated with hepatitis A and B virus (HBV), human papilloma virus (HPV), varicella-zoster, diphteria-
tetanus-acellular pertussis (DTap), polio and pneumococcus vaccines.

According to Redwood, a study comparing adverse effects following influenza vaccination found that ITP was the third most
common autoimmune condition (after Guillain Barre and rheumatoid arthritis). 



Sheriff Billy Woods 
Marion County Sheriff's Office 
692 NW 30th Ave 
Ocala, FL 34475 
352-732-8181 
 
Hello Sheriff Woods: 
 
I have enclosed just a few recent letters relating to, and hopefully supportive of your recent efforts to 
free the USA from the likes of Fauci, Gates and Dershowitz. 
 
Please feel free to share the hard-copy enclosures as far-n-wide as your internet connection 
will allow.   
 
The links for doing so (and two background videos) follow; the first two are especially connected to 
your law enforcement/peace-keeping profession 
 
1    http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2kazanjian-1-4august2020.pdf   * 
 
https://youtu.be/IGjoFB4zLcY 
 
 
2    http://pvsheridan.com/Sheridan2Trump-3-22June2020.pdf 
 
 
3    http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2trump-5-13august2020-cvr-ltr.pdf 
 
4    http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2fauci-1-21july2020.pdf   ** 
 
5    http://pvsheridan.com/Sheridan2Melania-3-23July2020.pdf  
 
6     http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2masilinga-1-7august2020.pdf 
 
https://youtu.be/s4p8DM8rKJI 
 
 
To make this easier, so you don’t have to do too much typing, this memo with all the above active 
links here: 
 
http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2woods-1-14august2020.pdf  
 
 
Thank you Sheriff, take care< 
 
Paul Sheridan 
Dearborn, MI 
313-277-5005 
 
 
*    Please note the picture on page 3 of 4, and the pictures on page 4 of 4. 
 

**  Several TV and radios talk shows have already featured. 

http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2kazanjian-1-4august2020.pdf
https://youtu.be/IGjoFB4zLcY
http://pvsheridan.com/Sheridan2Trump-3-22June2020.pdf
http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2trump-5-13august2020-cvr-ltr.pdf
http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2fauci-1-21july2020.pdf
http://pvsheridan.com/Sheridan2Melania-3-23July2020.pdf
http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2masilinga-1-7august2020.pdf
https://youtu.be/s4p8DM8rKJI
http://pvsheridan.com/sheridan2woods-1-14august2020.pdf
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